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We prove the existence of standard bases and unique remainder for ideals in power series 
rings with respect to arbitrary admissible term order. Several characterizations of standard 
bases are shown to be equivalent. We give an algorithm that computes the unique remainder 
of a power series modulo a principal ideal with respect to the lexicographical term order. The 
algorithm applies to the Weierstrass preparation theorem. 
I. Introduction 
The theory of  standard bases in power series rings was originally introduced by Hironaka 
(1964). The notion of  Groebner bases, discovered independently by Buchberger (1964, 
1970), turned out to be the analogue for polynomial rings over a field. Since then, standard 
bases have been recognized as a more general concept hat occurs in a variety of rings. 
In recent years, there has been rapid progress towards a general theory of standard bases. 
We begin by reviewing the repercussions of  these developments on power series rings. 
Let XI ,  . . . ,  Xn be indeterminates, K a field, K[ [X~, . . . ,  X,] ]  the ring of  formal power 
series in Xt , . . . ,  Xn with coefficients in K. I f  T is the set of all terms (i.e. power products) 
in X1 . . . .  , Xn, then by an admissible order on T we mean an order < on T that satisfies 
1 < t for all t ~ T, and t~ < t 2 implies st1 < st2 for all tl, t2, s ~ T. It is well-known that 
every admissible order < is a well-ordering. (This follows from a combinatorical principle 
known as Dixon's lemma.) For any fe  K[[X1 . . . .  , Xn]] and t~ T we denote by c( t , f )  
the coefficient of  t in f, and by T( f )  the set of all terms t~ T with c( t , f )~  O. Given an 
admissible order <,  we may then define LT( f )  to be the least element of T( f )  w.r.t. <. 
I f  S ~ K[ [Xx , . . .  , Xn]], we let LT(S)  = {LT( f ) I fe  S}. Then the following theorem holds. 
THEOREM (Hironaka Theorem). Let < be an admissible order on T, I an ideal in 
K[ [X1,  . . . ,  X~]]. Then there exists a finite set S c I such that for everyf  ~ I, there is g ~ S 
with LT(g)  [ LT ( f ) .  Any such S is a basis of I, and it is then called a standard basis of I 
( w. r. t. <). l f  f ~ K [ [ X1, . . . , Xn]], and S = { g l , . . . , g, } is a standard basis of 1, then there 
exists r ~ K[[  X~, . . . ,  X,,]] which is unique with the properties that 
(i) there exist q~, . . . ,  qm c K [ [X I , . . . ,X , ] ]  with 
f=  ~. g~q~ + r, and 
I=1 
(ii) for  all s c LT (S) ,  t ~ T(r),  s.~t. 
Here, r depends only on f, I, and <, but not on the choice of S. We will call it the Hironaka 
remainder of f  modulo L 
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The original version of  the above theorem was proved by Hironaka (1964). It was 
extended and generalized by Brianqon (1973) and Galligo (1974, 1979). As can be seen 
from Weispfenning's characterization (1987) of admissible term orders, their proofs do 
not cover all admissible orders. Also, their interest lies exclusively in convergent series 
in the power series ring over the real or complex numbers. The general theory of standard 
bases presented in Robbiano (1986) applies here insofar as power series rings with 
arbitrary admissible term orders give rise to graded structures. However, the existence of 
standard bases is proved only for Krull modules in the sense of  Robbiano (1986), and 
ideals in power series rings are Krull modules if and only if the admissible term order 
in question has order type ~o. In Mora (1988), a fully algorithmic version of the Hironaka 
theorem is presented which, however, carries the same restriction that the admissible term 
order be of order type w. (Due to the fact that Mora works with reversed term orders 
and leading terms, the restriction comes in through what is called inf-limitedness of T.) 
What seems to be lacking is a proof of the Hironaka theorem for both arbitrary field 
K and arbitrary admissible term order, and a proof that various definitions of standard 
bases that have been used in a more general context are actually equivalent in power 
series rings. This is achieved in Section 2 of this paper. Our strategy is a rather straightfor- 
ward imitation of reduction of polynomials by an ideal basis: the Hironaka remainder 
is produced by successive limination of unwanted terms from the given series f In 
polynomial rings, this leads to a terminating reduction process. Here, it leads to a proof 
by A-induction, where h is the order type of the term order. Using this "ordinal reduction" 
argument, we are also able to prove that a number of familiar characterizations of standard 
bases continue to hold in power series rings. Our proofs are self-contained modulo Dixon's 
lemma. 
Since constructiveness of the Hironaka theorem has been settled by Mora (1988) for 
admissible orders that are of order type w, we are interested in those that are not. In this 
paper, we focus entirely on the lexicographical order. Now a "reduction" of order type 
greater than w as we use it in Section 2 can certainly not be turned into any reasonable 
kind of  algorithm. Let us try to clarify what precisely one would want to understand by 
an effective calculation in a power series ring. There seem to be two ways to approach 
such a definition. 
METHOD 1. A power series f~ K[[X1,..., X,,]] is represented as an algorithm Ar which 
takes any natural number d as its input and produces as its output a list of all coefficients 
of  terms of degree --<d of  f An effective calculation in K [ [X1 , . . . ,  X,]]  is then an 
algorithm that takes such algorithms as its input and produces as its output algorithms 
that represent the power series that were to be calculated. 
METHOD II. Power series are given by oracles that provide information needed for 
computation, typically and preferably lists of coefficients of terms up to a given degree. 
An effective calculation with power series is then an algorithm that asks for information 
on the input series from the oracles and uses it to provide information on the output 
series, again typically lists of coefficients of all terms up to a prescribed egree. 
It is obvious that Method II is the more general concept while Method I is merely a 
special case. It turns out that in the context of standard basis, it is sometimes necessary 
to know more of the input series than just lists of coefficients: we will see that for a 
certain computation, we will have to know what the lowest term of one of the input 
series is. 
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The only constructive result that we know of concerning standard bases in power series 
rings w.r.t, lexicographical term orderings is a recursively algorithmic version of the 
Weierstrass preparation theorem that was given in Sp~ith (1929). Sp/ith's method does 
not seem to hold much promise for generalization. In Section 3 of this paper, we provide 
the tools to deal with this problem in the spirit of Buchberger's theory, using Method II 
described above. However, we quickly focus on a very special case: division by a principal 
ideal. The problem of calculating a standard basis from any basis then disappears, but 
the problem of computing the Hironaka remainder is still rather non-trivial. Section 4 
provides the theory which then leads to an algorithm that computes the Hironaka 
remainder of a power series modulo a principal ideal w.r.t, the lexicographical term order 
by Method II. As a special case, we obtain an algorithm for the Weierstrass preparation 
theorem which uses polynomial reduction techniques rather than recursive computation 
of  coefficients. 
2. Proof of the Hironaka Theorem 
Throughout, K[[X~ . . . . .  X,]]  will be the ring of formal power series over an arbitrary 
field K. If  < is an admissible term order on T of order type A, T={t~l tx_<)t}, then an 
element f~K[ [X~, . . . ,X , ] ]  is uniquely determined by its coefficient sequence 
{c(t,,,f)),,<~. I f a sequence {c~},<~ of elements of K has been defined for some/3 ~ A, 
then by~<~ c~'t~ we mean the power ser iesfe  K[ [X1 , . . . ,  X,]]  that satisfies c(t~, f )  = c ~ 
for ce </3 and c(t~,f)  = 0 for fl_-_ ce <A. The series ~<,<a c~t~ is defined similarly 
whenever a sequence {c~}~<,~<x is given for some/3 < )t. If s ~ T andf~ K[ [X1 , . . . ,  X,,]] 
is such that c(t, f )=  0 for all t ~ T with s4"t, then there is g ~ K [[X~, . . . ,  X,]]  with f=  sg, 
and by virtual passage to the ring of quotients we may write g = s-~f. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let < be an admissible term order on T,f, g~, . . . ,  g,, ~ K[ [X~, . . . ,  X ,  ]]. 
Then there exist q l , . . . ,  qm ~ K[ [X1 , . . . ,  X~]] such that 
(i) r =f -~.~l  qtgl satisfies: LT(gs)d't for all t ~ T(r), 1 <- i <_ m, and 
(ii) LT(f) <- LT(qi)LT(gi)  for 1 <- i <- m. 
PROOF. Let A be the order type of <, s i=LT(g,)  for l<-i<--m. We define sequences 
{cT}~<A (1 -< i ~ m) A-inductively with the following two properties. 
(1) For all o~<A and 1 - i<-m,  s,4t~ implies c7=0. 
(2) For all oc < A and 1 --< i-< m, to < LT( f )  implies that c7 = 0. 
Let ~ < ;t, and assume that c~ have been defined for 1 ~ i <- m and/3 < a. The definition 
of  the c7 is the same regardless of  whether o~ is 0, a successor ordinal or a limit ordinal. 
For l<-i<-m, set 
qT=s71 E c~t~, 
and 
r~ =f -  ~ q~.gi. 
Case 1: siq't~ for all 1 -< i-< m. Then we set c7 - 0 for 1 -< i ~ m. Properties (1) and (2) 
trivially remain true. 
Case 2: ski t~ for some 1 --< k -< m. Then we pick one such k and set c~ = c(t~, r~)/e(sk, g,), 
c~ = 0 for 1 -< i -< m, i # k. It is easy to see that property (1) continues to hold. For property 
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(2), assume that t, < LT( f ) .  Then q7 = 0 (1-< i_< m) by induction hypothesis. It follows 
that r,  =f ,  hence c(t , ,  r.~) = c ( t , , f )  = 0 and thus c7 =0 for 1 -< i - -  < m. 
Now set 
q~=s7, I ~ cTt~ for l~-- i<-m. 
o: " (  )t 
r l l  
We claim that r=f -~,~=t  q~g~ has the required properties. For (i), let to e T(r)(ot <A),  
and assume for a contradiction that sk] to for some 1 - k-< m. Then we write 
r = f - ~ qigi = f - ~ s S, ' ~ c~ togl 
i= l  lffi l  /~<A 
i=1 f l<ot  z~ l  i=t  a</3<A 
I=1 
From the definition of the c~' and our assumption Sklt~ we conclude that there is 
l<-k'<--m such that sk, lt~, c~,=c(t., r~)/C(Sk,,gk,), and c7=0 for l<--i<-m, i@k'.  We 
now obtain 
r = r, - (c(t~, r , ) /e(sk, ,  gV))S-~,lt,~gk , -  h. 
We see that the first subtraction is elimination of t~. Moreover, it is easy to see from the 
definition of an admissible term order that t, < t for all t ~ T(h) .  Hence t, e~ T(r)  is a 
contradiction. For property (ii), we first note that for 1 ~ i ~ m, LT(q~)LT(g~) = sT ~ t~sj = t~ 
where a =rain{/3 <a lc~ ~ 0}. It now follows immediately from property (2) of our 
inductive definition that LT( f )<- t~.  
We now obtain an easy proof of the Hironaka theorem as stated in the introduction. 
PROOF OF THE HIRONAKA THEOREM. Let I be an ideal of  K[ [X~, . . . ,  X,]].  Dixon's 
lemma readily implies existence of a finite subset S = {g~ . . . . .  gin) of I such that for each 
f~/ ,  there is gt~S with LT(g i ) [LT( f ) .  To see that any such S is a basis o f / ,  we let 
 9  r - f  y,m f~  I. Take q~,. qm e K[[X~ . . . .  , X,]] ,  -~-~i~ ~ q~g~ as in Proposition 2.1. Then r ~/, 
so if r were not zero, then its lowest term would violate property (i) of  Proposition 2.1. 
Hence S is a basis of  jr. 
r m For the Hironaka remainder, we again take =f -~=~ q~g~ of Proposition 2,1. It remains 
to show that r is unique with properties (i) and (ii) of the Hironaka theorem. Assume r 
and r' both have these properties. Then r - r' ~ I. Hence if r -  r' were not zero, then there 
would have to be g i~S with LT(g i ) l LT ( r - r ' ) .  But LT( r - r ' )  is in T(r) or T(r'), a 
contradiction. A similar argument shows that r does not depend on the choice of S. 
It is an easy but important observation that the Hironaka remainder o f f  rood I is zero 
i l~f~ L The general theory of standard bases as proposed in Robbiano (1986) and Mora 
(1988) works with a definition of standard bases which, when specialized to power series 
rings, reads as follows: a finite subset S ={g j , . . . ,  gin} of an ideal I of K[ [X~, . . . ,  X,] ]  
is a standard basis of  I if for every f~/ ,  there exist q l , . . . ,  q,, ~ K[ [X~, . . . ,  X ,  ]] such 
m 
that f=~=l  qig, and LT( f )~LT(q l )LT(g i )  for 1-<i<-m. In contrast to the case of 
polynomials, here it is by no means trivial that this is equivalent to the classical definition 
of  standard bases that we have used9 The following corollary fills the gap. 
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COROLLARY 2.2. Let < be an admissible term order on 7", I an ideal of K[[X~ . . . . .  X ,  ]], 
S = {g~,. . . ,  g,,} c I. Then the following are equivalent. 
rt~ 
(i) For each f E I, there exist ql, . . .  , q,, E K [ [X I ,  . . . , X ,  ]] such that f =Y,~= l q~g~, and 
LT( f )  <- LT(q~)LT(g~) for 1 ~ i <- m. 
(ii) For each f ~ I, there exists g~ ~ S such that LT(g~) ILT( f ) .  
PROOF. It is easy to see that in (i), there must be 1 <- i -  m with LT( f )  = LT(q~)LT(gg), 
so (ii) follows easily from (i). Conversely, assume that (ii) holds, and le t fe  I. Then the 
Hironaka remainder of f rood I equals zero, and by the above proof of the Hironaka 
m theorem, 0= r=f -~=t  q~g~ with q~ . . . . .  qm as in Proposition 2.1. The claim is now 
identical with Proposition 2.1 (ii). 
Another characterization f standard bases whose validity is no longer trivial in our 
context is as follows. 
COROLLARY 2.3. Let < be an admissible term order on T, g l , . . . ,  g,. ~ K [ [X~, . . . ,  X ,  ]], 
Then the following are equivalent. 
(i) For each f ~ K[ [X~, . . . ,  X,]],  there exists r ~ K[[X1,.  9 9 X, ]] which is unique with 
rt! 
the following properties: r =f-~,, '=l  qigi for some q l , . . . ,  q,, ~ K[[ X1 . . . .  , X,  ]], and 
L T(g~).f t for all 1 < - i <_ m, t ~ T( r). 
(ii) S={g~, . . . ,  gin} is a standard basis of the ideal it generates. 
PROOF. We denote by I (S)  the ideal generated by S. 
( i )~( i i )  Let fe I (S ) .  By Proposition 2.1, we can find q~ . . . . .  q, , ,eK[[Xi  . . . . .  X,,]] 
such that (i) and (ii) of Proposition 2.1 are satisfied. In particular, r=f-~.~=~ q~gi must 
be the unique r of our hypothesis. Since f~  I (S) ,  0 is another such r, hence r=0.  
Proposition 2.1(ii) together with Corollary 2.2 now implies the claim. 
( i i )~( i )  This is the Hironaka theorem with 1 = I (S) .  
At this point, we digress briefly to point out a remarkable consequence of the (previously 
known) existence of the Hironaka remainder w.r.t, total degree orders which does not 
seem to have received much attention in the past. For each dEN,  we let Ua= 
{f~ K[[X~ . . . .  , X,,]] [ c(t , f )  = 0 for all t E T with deg( t ) -  d}. We refer to the standard 
topology on K [ IX1 , . . . ,  X, ]] where { Ud [ d ~ N} is a neighbourhood basis of 0 as the 
U-topology. 
COROLLARY 2.4. Every ideal of K [ [X~, . . . ,  X ,  ]] is closed in the U-topology. 
PROOF. Let I be an ideal of K[[X1 . . . .  , X ,  ]], f~  K[ [X1 , . . . ,  X ,  ]]\L Fix an admissible 
term order such that deg(tl) .< deg(t2) implies tl < t2 for all tl, t:~ T. Let S={g~, . . . ,  g,} 
rt l  
be a standard basis of I w.r.t. <, r=f -~t=~ qig~ the Hironaka remainder of  f meal/, 
d=deg(LT( r ) ) .  We claim that ( f+Ua)c~I=~3.  Assume for a contradiction that 
l m f '~( f+Ua)nL  Then r '=f -~=lq~g~c lc~(r+Ua) .  From r '~ I  it follows that 
LT(g, ) ILT(r ' )  for some g,-s S. From r 's  r+ Ua, however, we see that LT( r ' )= LT(r) ,  
hence LT(gi)4"LT(r') for 1 --< i--- < m. 
3. d-Reduction 
We will now replace the abstract reduction process of Proposition 2.1 by one that proceeds 
by ascending degree rather than ascending term order. Throughout this sectioft, let < be 
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a fixed admissible term order. If t ~ T, then we denote by deg(t) the total degree of t. For 
each natural number d, we denote by Td the set .[t~Tldeg(t)<-d}, and if f~  
K[ [X I , . . . ,  X,]] ,  we let Tn(f )  = T ( f )n  Td. I fO~ S~ T, then by min(S) we mean the 
<-lowest element of S. For each d, we will now define a partial order <d on 
K[[X I  . . . . .  Xn]] which extends < n(Td X Ta). 
Let deN.  Then we define, for f, g~K[ [X~, . . . ,X , ] ] , f<ag iff Ta(f)ATa(g)~f~ 
and min(Td(f)ATa(g))e Td(f). (Note that in general, we do not have <a,= <a~ for 
d l< d2 .) 
LEMMA 3.1. <d iS a strict partial order on K[[XI . . . .  , X, ]]. 
PROOF. It is clear that we cannot have f<ag and g <af  for any pair f ,g~ 
K [[X~ . . . . .  Xn ] ]. For transitivity, we convince ourselves that an appropriate modification 
of the corresponding proof for polynomial rings goes through. Assume that f <a g <a h. 
If  s=min(Ta(f)ATd(g)) and t=min(Ta(g)ATd(h)), then seTa(f) \Td(g)  and te  
Ta (g)\ Ta (h). If Ta ( f )A  Ta (h) were empty, then we would have s = t which is impossible 
by the above observation. We assume for a contradiction that u = min(Ta(f)A Ta(h)) 
T,:(h)\ Ta(f). Then either u ~ Ta(g) or u~ Ta(g), and we obtain 
u~ Ta(g)~u> s 
~s~ Td(h) 
:==~ s > t 
a contradiction, or 
ate  Ta(f) 
~u> t and te Ta(f)\Ta(h), 
ucd Ta(g)~u> t 
=:--~ t ~ Ta(f) 
~t>s  
again a contradiction. 
~s~ Ta(h) 
~u > s and s ~ Ta(f)kTa(h), 
LEMMA 3.2.- Every ascending <a-chain is finite. 
PROOF. For anyfa  K[ [X1 , . . . ,  X , ] ]  let f be obtained f romf  as follows: set c(t,f)=O 
for t~TkTa( f ) ,  and c( t , f )= l  for t~Td(f) .  Then f<dg iff f<dg for all f, ge  
K[[X1, . . . ,  Xn ]]. Hence, if (f~}i~N is an ascending <a-chain, then so is {.~}i~N. But there 
are only finitely many different f ( fa  K[[X1, . . . ,  X~ ]]) altogether, a contradiction. 
We will now define d-reduction o f f  by g as elimination of a term of  degree -<d in f 
by means of  LT(g) ,  i.e. the lowest term in g. Let f, f~, g ~ K[[X1 . . . .  , X ,  ]]. We say that 
f~ is obtained from f by d-reduction with g and write f"*a.gfl if f l  = f - (a /b )ug ,  where 
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Or  T, O# a=c(uLT(g) , f ) ,  b=c(LT(g) ,  g), and uLT(g)e  Ta. We denote by "~->d.S 
the reflexive transitive closure of--->d.g. We say that f  e K[ [X~, . . . ,  X,J] is (d, g)-irreducible 
i f  f cannot be d-reduced with g. Note that, rather obviously, f -~> d, sf~ implies f=---f~ 
(rood g). In this section and the next, we will work non-constructively with power series 
with possibly infinitely many terms. It is clear that for later effective computations, we 
will use the fact that only finite initial segments o f f  and g are relevant for d-reduction. 
LEMMA 3.3. I f  f --* d.gfl, then f <d fl. 
PROOF. Let fl =f - (a /b )ug .  Then LT((a/b)ug)= uLT(g) since < is an admissible term 
order. Hence min( Td ( f )A  Td (fl)) = uLT(g) e Td ( f ) .  
LEMMA 3.4. Let g E K[[ X1 . . . .  , Xn ]], d ~ N. Then there are no infinite --> a.g-chains. 
PROOF. This follows immediately from Lemmas 3.3 and 3.2. 
We point out that d-reduction can be a rather treacherous concept. If, for example, 
we take < to be the lexicographical term order with n =2, X~<< X2, g=X~+X2 and 
f= X~k+ (-1)"+~X2 k, then it is easy to see that f -~2~g 0 and hence f e I(g), But we 
cannot get rid of the term X~ with any d-reduction where d < 2k. We see that even if 
fe  I(g), we may not be able to eliminate all d-terms by means of d-reduction with g. 
This phenomenon makes it impossible to conclude by a standard argument hat d- 
reduction with g terminates uniquely. We are now going to prove this in an explicit way. 
LEMMA 3.5. Let f, f l ,  f2, g c K [ [X i , . . . ,  X, ] ], d ~ N such that f ~ d.gft, f ~ d.gf2, and 
assume that both f~ and f2 are ( d, g)-irreducible. Then f~ =f2. 
PROOF. By a general property of noetherian relations, it suffices to show that iff'-'~a, gf~ 
and f-->a.gf2, then there exists h e K [ [X~, . . . ,  X ,  ]] such that f~ -~d,g h and f2 .t.> d.g h 
(local confluence of-'->u.g). Let LT(g)=s,  c(s, g)=c, t, ue  T such that ts, use Td(f) ,  
c( ts, f )  = a, c(us, f )  = b, 
f~=f - (a /c ) tg  and A=f - (b /c )ug .  
I f  t = u, then f l  =f2 and the claim is trivial. Assume, without loss of generality, that t ~: u. 
Then ts < us = L T(ug), and thus ts is not a term in ug. It follows that a = c ( ts, f )  = c ( ts, f2), 
and sitting 
h =f2-(a/c) tg ,  
we see that f2 "-~a.g h. 
Case 1: us is not a term in tg. Then we also have b=c(us, f )=c(us ,  fl), and this 
together with the equation h =f~-  (b/c)ug shows that ft-'->a.g h. 
Case 2: c(us, tg) = d ~ O. Then c(us, h) = -d (a /c ) ,  and setting 
h'= h + (da/e~)ug, 
* h'. Note that we have c(us, f~) ~- b - d(a/c) .  we see that h---~d.gh', hence f2-~d.s 
Case 2a: b-  d(a/c)  = 0. Then h' =f -  (b /c )ug-  (a/c)tg+ (da/c2)ug =f  - (a/c)tg =ft ,  
and we are done. 
Case 2b: b - d(a/c)  # O. Then from h' =f~ - ((b - d(a/c)) /c)ug we see that f~ -->a.g h'. 
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Let f.  g ~ K[ [X~, . . . ,  X,  ]], n ~ N, fd ~ K[ [X I , . . . ,  X,  ]] the unique series that satisfies 
f -~  a,~fd and fa (d, g)-irreducible. Then we call J~ the (d, g)-reduct of f. The sequence 
{fa}a, N where for all n ~ N, fa is the (d, g)-reduct o f f  will be called the Hironaka sequence 
of f rood g. 
4. Division by a Principal Ideal 
For admissible term orders of order type ~o, constructiveness of the Hironaka theorem 
has been settled by Mora (1988). We will now discuss some constructivity results for 
lexicographical term orders. Throughout his section, let < be the lexicographical term 
order on T with X~ << X~ << - 9 9 << Xn. We will focus on the case where I is principal and 
a generating element g is given. Then the problem of calculating a standard basis 
disappears because, as one easily sees, g itself is a standard basis of I. It is, however, 
still a non-trivial problem to calculate the Hironaka remainder of any fE  K [[X~ . . . .  , Xn ]] 
mod I. We begin by showing that this cannot be achieved by an algorithm which would 
be strictly of  the kind described in the introduction as Method L Let n = 2, m~, m2 ~ N, 
ml < m2, f = X'~ 2, g = Y. ~ 1 X~ + X~ 2. Then the Hironaka remainder r o f f  mod I(g) equals 
m 1 - ~  X ~, s ince f=g- r  and r has property (ii) of  the Hironaka theorem. However, if 
we are given f and g in the sense of Method I by an algorithm that provides coefficients 
up to any degree, and we ask for the Hironaka remainder up to degree m~, then the only 
possible conclusion by any method would be that it is zero: we can make rn2 arbitrarily 
large, and thus there cannot be any way to anticipate that we have to look at the coefficients 
up to degree m2 to see that our conjecture r = 0 was not even correct up to linear terms. 
Hence we must be allowed to ask additional information from the oracles concerning 
the way terms appear in the term order. It turns out that we can get away with the simplest 
conceivable question, namely: what is the lowest term of g? Our strategy to compute r
by d-reduction is really a rather straightforward imitation of long division of polynomials. 
By means of  subtracting suitable multiples of g from f we try to eliminate all terms o f f  
that are divisible by the lowest term of g. The Hironaka remainder will then be the limit 
of the Hironaka sequence. The above example illustrates the problem with this: in order 
to see even as much as the linear term of r, we had to perform d-reduction up to degree 
m2. Most of the work in this section will be spent on finding out how far up one has to 
go to get r right up to a certain prescribed egree. 
As can be seen from our examples thus far, all problems with the Hironaka sequence 
are caused by those terms of g that have lower degree than the <-lowest erm, such as 
2(2 in X~+ X2. If g does not have any such terms, then the Hironaka sequences converges 
nicely to the Hironaka remainder: as an easy consequence of the definition of d-reduction, 
Lemmas 3.4 and 3.5 and Corollary 2.4, we obtain the following proposition. (We use the 
notation introduced for Corollary 2.4 regarding the standard topology.) 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let f, g~ K[[X~ . . . .  , X~]], {f,l}a~N the Hironaka sequence and r the 
Hironaka remainder o f f  mod g. Assume further that for all t E T(g ), deg(t) >- deg( L T(g ) ). 
Then fa , - faE  Ud for all d, d '~N with d<d ' ,  {fa}d~N converges in the U-topology, 
l im, -~fa  = r, and r-- fd ~ Ua for all d ~ N. 
Before we turn to the general case, we treat a special situation for which we have a 
better esult. This case is of interest because it covers the Weierstrass preparation theorem, 
where the lowest term of  the divisor g is a power of X~. Let g ~ K[[X~ . . . . .  X,, ]] with 
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LT(g)  = s = X~( ' 9 . . .  9 X~,,. We call g a W-series if the following condition is satisfied: 
whenever t = X~" ' . . .  9 X~,, ~ T(g) with dog(t) < des(s), then there is 1 -< i -< n with/~ = 0 
and v~ # 0. The following theorem will provide an effective method to divide an arbitrary 
series by a W-series. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let f, g ~ K[ [X~, . . . ,  X ,  ]] and assume that g is a W.series. Set 
a = max{deg(LT(g))  -deg  t I t ~ T(g)}. 
With LT(g)  = s = X~ l 9 . . . "  X~,,, let 
b=min( ,~o v~lt= X[,  . . . . .  X : "e  T(g), deg( t )<deg(s )} .  
Then b > 0 since g is a W-series. Now let {fa}d~N be the Hironaka sequence, r the Hironaka 
remainder o f f  mod g. Then fa2--fd, ~ Udo for all do, d~, d2e N with dl, d2 > - ( (a /b )+ 1)do. 
{fa }a ~ N converges, lim,_,~ J~ = r, and r --fd ~ Udo whenever d >_ ((a / b) + 1 ) do. 
PROOF. Let LT(g)  = X~( '  9  9 X~,,. For any term t = X~,  9  9 X~,, ~ T we define 
w( t )= ~. v ,+( (a /b )+ l )  ~ v~. 
pq#0 /.t~ =0 
d~, d :EN,  h ~K[ [X~, . . . ,X~] ]  with fd, -%d2.g h, and tc  T with Claim: Whenever 
c(t, h) # C(t, fd), then 
d l< w(t) <- deg(t ) ( (a /b)+ 1). 
Before we prove the claim, we show how it implies the theorem. Let do, dt, d2 ~ N with 
all, d2 >- ( (a/b)  + 1) do. Without loss of generality, assume that d2 > d~. From f -% dt.g fat, 
f -~  a~.gfd2 and the fact that any dl-reduction step is also a d2-reduction step we see that 
fd, -%d2.g fd~. From the above claim applied with h =fd~ we obtain d~ <deg( t ) ( (a /b )+ 1) 
for every term t~ T with c(t, fd2)# c(t, fdl). It follows that for any such t, dog( t )> 
d l / ( (a /b )  + 1)-> do and thus fd2--fal ~ Uao. The rest of the theorem now follows f rom 
Corollary 2.4 and from the defining properties of the Hironaka remainder. 
Proof of claim: First, we note that the inequality w(t) <- deg(t ) ( (a /b)  + 1) follows easily 
from the definition of w(t)  for arbitrary term t ~ T. For the inequality dl < w(t) we proceed 
by induction on l, the minimal length of all reduction chains fd, "-->a2,g" ' --'>a2.z h. I f  l = 0, 
then there is nothing to prove. Now assume that fd~ -% d~.g h "-->d~,s h' and that the claim 
holds for h. Let t e T such that c( t, h') # c( t, fa~). I f  c( t, h') = c( t, h), then c( t, h) # e( t, fa~) 
and the claim follows by induction hypothesis. Hence we may assume that c(t, h') # e(t, h). 
Let 
h'= h - (c /d )ug ,  
with LT(g)=s ,  use Ta2(h), d =c(s ,g) ,  c=c(us,  h). We claim that 
d, < w(us). 
I f  the coefficient of us has never changed before, during the reduction fat -% d2.g h, then 
dl<deg(us)  since fa, is dl-irreducible, and the claim is an easy consequence of the 
definition of w(us). Else, it is the induction hypothesis. Now t = us' for some s' E T(g) ,  
and it suffices to show that w(us)<- w(us'). It is easy to see that w(u~u2)= w(u l )+ w(u2) 
for all u~, u2~ T, and thus we only need to show 
w(s) <- w(s'). 
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' ' then s<s '  since s=LT(g)  I f  s=s ,  we are done. If  s~s ,  
X~ ~ . . . . .  X~,., and recall that s = X~, 9 . . . .  X~,,. Then 
and 
and s'~ T(g).  Let s '=  
w(s) = Z g,  = deg(s ) ,  
gt~0 
w(s')= ~ v i+( (a /b )+ l )  ~ u,. 
p~ ~ 0 p.~ = 0 
If deg(s) ~ deg(s'), then we get 
w(s) = deg(s) -< deg(s') < w(s'), 
the last inequality being an easy consequence of the definition of w(s). I f  deg(s') < deg(s), 
then there is 1 ~ i ~ n with/zi = 0 and r.~ # 0 since g is a W-series. Furthermore, deg(s) 
deg(s') + a by the definition of a, and ~g,=o u~ >- b by the definition of b. We get 
w(s)=deg(s )<-deg(s ' )+a  = ~ v i+a 
<<-~ v i+(a /b )  Y~ ~,= ~ v~+((a /b )+ l )  ~ u,=w(s ' ) .  
i=1 /.~ =0 ~0 ~l=0 
The following example illustrates the idea behind the proof. Let f=  X~ 2, g = Xt4+ X_,. 
Then (a /b )+ l  =4, hence we must do 12-reduction if we want the Hironaka remainder 
r correct up to cubic terms. Indeed, 
f~  12 8 4 2 3 XI  ~12.8 X IXz  "-~12.g X1X2 ---~12,~ X2  = fl2 = r. 
Here, w(X~,X~)= ul+4u2. The value of w is constant during reduction because the 
decrease of v~ in steps of 4 is made up for by the increase of v2 in steps of 1. 
The next theorem finally treats the general case. The bound that replaces (a /b )+ 1 of 
the above theorem is not as tight anymore. It operates on the most pessimistic assumptions 
on low degree terms in g. Even so, it could in general only be attained if we were to 
allow reduction with more than one series. Although the proofs of Theorems 4.2 and 4.3 
are structurally identical, the former is not a special case of the latter. 
THEOREM4.3. Let fg  ~ K[ [  X~, . . . , X ,  ]], LT(g) = s = X~"  . . . "  X~.,,,(il 1 <- i <- n,~, # 0} = 
{ i~ , . . . , ira}, i~ <. 9 9 < i,,. Set a =/xi,(/z,-,+ 1)(/x~.,+ 1) . . .  (tz~,,, + 1). Now let {fa } d~N be the 
Hironaka sequence, r the Hironaka remainder o f f  rood g. Then f6 - -  fd, E Udo for  all do, 
dl , d2 c N with dr, d2 >- ado. {fd}d~N converges, l im,~fd  = r, and r-- fd ~ Uao whenever 
d >- ado. 
P~oo~. We define p t , . . . , P , ,+~N as follows: p~=l ,  p2=/z~,, p~=Pk-~(Ixk_,+l) for 
3 < k -  m + 1. Then obviously Pm+t = a. We claim that 
k 
Y. ~%P~=Pk+~ fo r l - - -k -m.  
j= l  
The proof is by induction on k. I f  k = 1, then the equation becomes/x;, =/x~. If  k > 1, then 
k k - I  
tzt~pj = ~ /x~pj + ~p~ = p~ + tzt~pk =Pk+|" 
j f l  ../=1 
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For arbitrary t= X[, . . . . .  X~,, ~ T, we define w(t) by setting 
w(t )= ~ v,~pk+a ~ v,. 
k=t t.q~O 
Claim: Whenever dt, d+~ N, h ~ K[ [X~, . . . ,  X ,  ]] with fd, "~e2.g h, and t+ T with 
c( t, h ) ~ c( t, fa,), then 
da < w(t) <- deg(t) a. 
Before we prove the claim, we show how it implies the theorem. Let do, dl, d2 E N with 
dl,d2~-ado. Without loss of generality, assume that d2>dl .  From f'~-~d,.gfd,, 
f "~ d2.gfd~ and the fact that any d~-reduction step is also a d2-reduction step we see that 
fd, ~ d~.g fe~. From the above claim applied with h =fd, we obtain d~ < deg(t)a for every 
term t E T with c(t, fd~)~ c(t, fd,). It follows that for any such t, deg(t)> dl/a >_ do and 
thus fe~ --fdt ~ Uao. The rest of the theorem now follows from Corollary 2.4 and from the 
defining properties of the Hironaka remainder. 
Proof of  claim: Since obviously p~-<p~---. 9 '-<p=+~ = a, the inequality w(t)<-deg(t)a 
follows easily from the definition of w(t) for arbitrary term t~ T. For the inequal- 
ity d~<w(t)  we proceed by induction on l, the minimal length of all reduction 
chains fe~ "-~d~.~" " ---~d2.g h. I f  l = 0, then there is nothing to prove. Now assume that 
fd, -~'~d~,g h "+d~,g h' and that the claim holds for h. Let t ~ T such that c(t, h') ~ c(t, fd,). I f  
C( t, h') = c( t, h ), then c( t, h) ~ c( t, fe,) and the claim follows by induction hypothesis. 
Hence we may assume that c(t, h') ~ c(t, h). Let 
h '= h - (c /d )ug ,  
with L T(g ) = s, us ~ T~l,_( h), d = c( s, g ), c = c( us, h ). We claim that 
d, < w(us). 
If the coefficient of us has never changed before during the reduction fd, -~<.~ h, then 
d~ < deg(us) since fd, is d~-irredueible, and the claim is an easy consequence of the 
definition of w(us). Else, it is the induction hypothesis. Now t= us' for some s'~ T(g), 
and it suffices to show that w(us) <<- w(us'). It is easy to see that w(u~u2) = w(ut)+ w(u2) 
for all u~, ua~ T, and thus we only need to show 
w(s) <- w(s'). 
If s=s ' ,  we are done. If sg~s', then s<s '  since s=LT(g)  and s '~T(g) .  Let s '= 
X~, . . . .  X~,,. Recall that s =X~,  ~,,  . . . . .  X ,  , and that i~, . . . ,  i,, are those indices i for 
which/z, ~ 0. We now have 
w(s) = ~ /~Pk, 
k=l 
and 
w(s') = E v,~pk + a E v,. 
Since s < s' and < is the lexicographical term order, v s > tz s forj  ~ max{i] 1 -< i -< n,/~ ~ vt}. 
Case 1: /z s = 0. Then, using the inductive property of the Pk proved above and the fact 
that Po = 0, vj > 0, we get 
k~l  k=l p~t~O 
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Case 2: j = i~ for some 1 -< q--- m. Then by the inductive property of the Pk together 
with the trivial observation that 0 < 1 = p~, we get 
q- I  
w(s)= ~ ll,~pk+ f /zi~pk<--pq+ f /l,,p k 
k=l  k~q k=q 
=(li,,+l)pq+ f /i,kpk~--vi~pq+ f Is,~pk 
k~q+l  k=q+l 
k=q k~l  ~l=0 
5. Algorithms 
In both of the following algorithms, < is the lexicographieal term order with X1 << X2 << 
9 9 << X,. I f f~  K[ [X I , . . . ,  X,, ]], d ~ N, we define trunc(f, d) as the polynomial that is 
obtained from f by setting all coefficients of terms of  degree > d equal to 0. By " INPUT 
f "  we mean that the algorithm has at its disposal trunc(f, d) for any d ~ N that has been 
input or calculated earlier. If one wishes to allow input of power series f of which only 
trunc(f, dl) is known for some d s s N, then one must add clauses to the algorithms that 
produce an appropriate message whenever the algorithm tries to use trunc(f, d) for d > dj.. 
The following algorithm computes the Hironaka remainder r of f rood g from f, g, and 
the lowest term of g. The remarks at the beginning of the previous ection show why it 
is necessary to know LT(g).  The strategy of the algorithm and its correctness are provided 
by Lemma 3.5, Proposition 4.1, Theorems 4.2 and 4.3: from doe N, g and LT(g) we can 
compute a bound d such that trunc(fa, do) =trunc(r, do), where fa is the (d, g)-reduct of 
f. But it is obvious from the definition of d-reduction that if we perform d-reduction with 
trunc(g, d) on trunc(f, d) and then truncate at do, we get trunc(fa, do). Recall that for 
g E K[ [X I , . . . ,  X, ]] to be a W-series means that each term of g whose degree is lower 
than that of the <-lowest erm contains at least one variable that does not occur in the 
<-lowest erm. Termination of the algorithm is Lemma 3.4. 
ALGORITHM 5.1. HREM 
INPUT: f, g~K[ [X I , . . . ,X , ] ] ,  s=X~'  . . . .  9 X~"=LT(g) ,  doe N 
OUTPUT: R=trunc(r, do), where r~K[[Xt . . . . .  X~]] is the Hironaka remainder of 
f rood g 
BEGIN 
deg := deg(s) G := trunc(g, dog) 
IF dog(t)-- dog(s) for all tE T(G) THEN bound:= 1 
ELSE IF g is a W-series THEN 
A := max{deg(s) - deg(t)[ t~ T( G)} 
B := min{~,=o vi]t = X~' . . . . .  X~,, a T(G), dog(t) < dog(s)} 
bound := (A/ B)+ 1 
ELSE bound :=/~ IIi#~(p,l + 1) (io the least 1 --< i ~ n with/zl # 0) 
END 
redbound := [[bound * do]] ([[ ]] the least integer function) 
F := trunc(f, redbound) G := trunc(g, redbound) 
WHILE F is (redbound, O)-reducible DO 
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BEGIN 
F := F- (a /b )uG such that this is elimination of a term t with 
deg(t) -< redbound 
END 
R := trunc(F, do) 
END 
The following algorithm is an effective version of  the Weierstrass preparation theo/'em. 
ALGORITHM 5.2. WPREP 
INPUT:  g e K [[X1, 9 . . ,  X,  ]] with lowest term X'~"(m ~ N), m -< do e N 
OUTPUT:  Co . . . . .  C,,-L E K[X2,  . . .  , X,,  ] such that: 
(i) deg(C~)<-do-i for O<-i<-m-1 
(ii) for 0_< i_< m- l ,  C; =trunc(ci ,  do-i), where co , . . . ,  Cr,-leK[[X2,... ,X , ] ]  with 
+~.,,-1 ctX f, as in the Weierstrass preparation theorem X'~ = qg Lt=o 
BEGIN 
HREM ( X'~, g, do) 
R = Y.~'s I C~X{ by sorting out terms of R 
END 
There is a rather obvious drawback to the above algorithms. They demand truncations 
of  the input series plus the information about what the lowest term of g is. As their 
output, however, they only provide truncations of the Hironaka remainder without 
indicating its lowest term w.r.t, the lexicographical term order. An argument similar to 
the one given at the beginning of  Section 4 shows that there cannot be a reasonably 
general remedy for this weakness: let n = 3, 
f=  ~ X~+XT,  
g = X1 -X~. 
Then the Hironaka remainder of  f mod g equals 
xr  + 
t= l  
with lowest term X~'. But for any 0 < k < m, the k-truncation of  the remainder has lowest 
term Xs k. Since m could have been arbitrarily large, there is not really any way to anticipate 
that the actual lowest term of the remainder is going to show up at degree m. 
The author is indebted to V. Weispfenning for many stimulating conversations on the subject of 
this paper. 
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